
 

Eurozone 
Eurozone starts second quarter with PMI at six-year high

 Eurozone PMI signals fastest economic growth since 

April 2011 at start of Q2 

 Joint-lowest spread between PMI readings for 

Germany, France and Italy in survey history 

 Price indices close to six-year highs 

The final PMI data for April add to a developing picture 

of a eurozone economy that is enjoying a strong start 

to 2017. The headline PMI came in at 56.8, its highest 

since April 2011. 

The PMI numbers come on the heels of official data 

that confirmed the robust pace economic growth at the 

start of 2017. At 0.5%, the rate of expansion recorded 

by Eurostat’s flash estimate of first quarter GDP is 

slightly below that indicated by the PMI, suggesting the 

final figures could be revised higher, perhaps to 0.6%. 

More importantly, the fact that the PMI signals a further 

upturn in momentum in April suggests that second 

quarter GDP growth could be even stronger. Historical 

comparisons suggest that the April Eurozone PMI is 

consistent with a GDP growth rate of 0.7%.  

The PMI strength suggests there’s potentially 

significant upside risk to IHS Markit’s current forecast 

of a mere 0.3% GDP rise in the second quarter. 

Narrowing growth differentials 

While there is no detail yet in the official growth 

numbers, the PMI data depict an upturn that has not 

only gained strength but has also become increasingly 

broad-based.  

Similar 0.7% rates of economic growth were signalled 

for both Germany and France. Even faster GDP gains 

are being indicated in Spain and Ireland, while Italy 

saw a sharp pick-up in its rate of output growth to a 

near ten-year high. The spread between the headline 

PMI readings for Germany, France and Italy was in 

fact the joint-lowest in the euro area survey history. 

Elevated price indices 

Price pressures meanwhile remained elevated, and the 

survey’s price indices suggest that core inflation will 

trend higher in coming months.  
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Rising global commodity prices, the weak euro and 

tightening supply chains all contributed to higher input 

cost inflation, while average selling prices rose at a 

pace close to March’s near six-year high. 

Strong labour market adds to upbeat tone 

The upturn is also continuing to be accompanied by a 

stronger labour market, which should in turn help boost 

consumer spending. Employment rose across the 

region again in April as firms expanded capacity. 

Although the rate of job creation slowed slightly, it was 

still one of the best seen over the past decade. 

The encouraging picture from the survey data is likely 

to help raise many forecasters’ expectations of 

eurozone economic growth in 2017, and will also no 

doubt add to speculation that ECB rhetoric will turn 

increasingly hawkish and that risks are moving from 

the downside to a more balanced situation.  

Growth drags 

Political risks remain the main threat to growth, and 

could subdue the expansion in coming months. 

Similarly, rising prices are likely to put increasing 

pressure on household budgets, and could curb 

spending. However, for now, the official and survey 

data paint a picture of a reassuringly solid-looking 

economic upturn. 
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Sources for charts: IHS Markit, ECB, Eurostat. 
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